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May I start by saying that

although the work has been

terrible this summer, at least

we could enjoy the cricket and

the weather. I hope you are

recharged as we need to be

focused and prepared for the

upcoming battles the trade will

be facing in coming months.

Record Number 

of New Drivers
Last year saw a record number

of taxi licences being issued by

TFL.
There were 710 All London licences

issued as well as 233 suburban

licences. The total was 943 new

drivers. This was nearly a 30%

increase on 2008-2009 numbers.

Heathrow Happenings
I, along with Peter Cannon have

been working very hard with the

other trade groups to restructure

the work practices of the

marshals at Heathrow. The taxi

trade is a 24hr business and as

such this should be reflected in

the new arrangements being put

forward.
The marshals represent the taxi

trade, not themselves, and having a

five day week finishing at 5pm just

don’t cut the mustard. We should

have a 7 day shift pattern with the

guys doing a 5 hour shift. 7am-

midday, midday-5pm, 5pm-10pm.

By using the marshals or T.I.Ps

(Trade Information Personnel) at

the terminals they can now be used

to be our eyes and ears, promote

the taxi trade and get more bums

on seats!

Changes At  TFL
It is no secret that after the

Deloitte review was published

changes are afoot within TFL

regarding surface transport. 
What these changes actually entail

is not yet known but no doubt this

will have a impact on the cab trade.

It is vital that we make sure that any

changes regarding our industry are

made for the benefit of us and NOT

for the benefit of TFL as a whole.

We at the LCDC will move heaven

and earth to ensure our position at

TFL does not get diluted any further

and we get shunted down the

pecking order.

Law Commission update
All throughout the summer, the

LCDC have been working hard

on behalf of the trade to gain

support from various MPs. 
Pages 4&5 will bring you up to

speed on our activities.

Editorial
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A few weeks ago on a Thursday
evening, LCDC Committee
member Danny Sullivan was
ending his working day by picking
up his wife on the way home from
one of the restaurants in 1 New
Change - that’s the massive
building that runs between
Cannon St and Cheapside.
Danny remembers...
“I parked up in Cheapside and

walked to the lifts. Everywhere I
looked there were guys wearing the
Ride2 Hi-Viz jackets, asking
members of the public if they wanted
a taxi?
“As I took the escalator up a floor

there were these guys standing at
the top asking if I needed a taxi.
“I immediately informed them that

what they were doing was illegal and
that they should be inside a venue

not standing on the public
concourse. One of the guys informed
me quite happily that in fact I was
wrong and they WERE licensed for
the whole building. He then
produced his list of licensed venues
and it did indeed show 1 New
Change.
“‘This is ours… you’re wrong!’ the

man said.”
Danny then called the LCDC

Chairman who also arrived and
witnessed the situation within 1 New
Change.
The next day the Chairman called

Helen Chapman, who informed him
that she would assign someone to
look into the situation at 1 New
Change. Bearing in mind that the
City of London regularly tell the
LCDC that there is no demand for a
taxi rank in the immediate vicinity,

you have to ask yourself why Ride2
are allowed to open up these
satellite offices.
The company involved, Ride2, also

have satellite offices at 297 Old St /
Factory 7 Hearn St / Red Gallery &
Rivington Studios / The Gable 25
Moorgate / The Anthologist / Old
Billingsgate / Kanaloa, Shoe Lane.
/The Oval Space E2 / Honourable
Artillery Company / Reflex, Watling
St. 
After speaking to LT&PH the

Chairman secretly visited the venue
again armed with a camera and saw
a LT&PH Enforcement Officer in the
process of interviewing a Ride2
employee in the foyer of 1 New
Change. Could this mean that this
licence should never have been
issued in the first place and once
again LT&PH have to rectify a

mistake that was of their own
making?
We certainly hope so for the sake of

the trade, for if LT&PH see fit to
licence whole buildings as satellite
offices, what is to stop them allowing
a mini-cab company to service
Westfield shopping centres and even
train stations, all out to the highest
bidder?
It is no secret that TFL are looking

to overhaul the whole structure of
surface transport and we are
included in this restructuring. For us
to survive and prosper as a trade it is
vital that we do not lose any more of
our identity and be swallowed up by
TFL to become a smaller cog in a
much bigger wheel. We are regarded
as the the world’s best taxi services
and it seems that the only people
who do not appreciate us are TFL.

The City Of London’s 
largest satellite office

One New Change Licence issued by LTPH LTPH enforcement seen at One New ChangeOne New Change - City of London’s largest mini cab office
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Norman Baker MP responds to 
LCDC Law Commission concerns

LAW COMMISSION UPDATE... LAW C
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W COMMISSION UPDATE...LAW COM

Andrew Rosindell MP
“ Understand your concerns about the effect that the
proposed changes might have on you and your
colleagues… the high standards of London taxi drivers
must not be jeopardised, therefore I would object to any
proposals which I felt were detrimental to you.”

With this in mind, I have written to the Rt. Hon. Patrick
McLoughlin, Secretary of State for Transport, to outline
your concerns and ensure that the necessary action is
taken as soon as possible. As soon as I receive a reply,
I will inform you.”

Steve Reed MP
“London taxi drivers are the best in the world… I share
your concerns about the potential implications of a one
size fits all licensing regime and I agree that the Law
Commissions proposals should be given back to the
Transport Select Committee.

“It is not only The Knowledge but also the strict
requirements for disabled access for black cabs that
sets Hackney Carriages apart from PHVs.

“I’m happy to write to Norman Baker MP, and I will be in
contact with you when I receive a response.”

Simon Hughes MP

After attending the recent taxi trade Lobby of Parliament

our local MP Simon Hughes recently attended LCDC

offices to discuss the the Law Commission review and

the ramifications for the London Taxi Trade. As always

Simon Hughes was very helpful and sympathetic to the

trade’s plight and has vowed to help us in every way

possible. It is very reassuring that the Deputy Leader of

the Lib-Dems and a fellow colleague of Norman Baker

has thrown his support behind the taxi trade.

LCDC Associate member - David Fitzgerald

LCDC member - Dennis Mann

LCDC Secretary Darryl Cox thanks Simon Hughes MP for attending

the LCDC offices to discuss Law Commission

Members’ responses from their MPs





THE TRADE organisations at Heathrow

Airport are working together to

transform taxi marshals into Taxi

Information Personnel (TIPs). So far,

there are very few signs that the

marshals are ready to cooperate with

the trade’s plans to change their

working practices. They still behave

and talk as if they are entitled to be a

‘law unto themselves’. But whatever the

problems to be overcome, the taxi trade

needs to have a strong presence in the

passenger terminals. We have to have

representatives who can tactfully

advise passengers on available taxi

services, as well as keep an eye on

minicab touts and the activities of BAA

approved PH services. 

Two interrelated Acts of Parliament provide the

legal framework covering all aspects of airport

security. If the marshals (TIPs) are providing

security services as defined by the relevant

Acts, then it’s about time that the Police

acknowledged the importance of having

experienced taxi drivers watching the touts who

in turn are looking for gullible passengers. The

LCDC senses an absence of official support for

the marshals from either BAA or Heathrow

police station. As previously stated in The

Badge, the LCDC has on its own initiative

established that the marshals are patrolling the

terminals without insurance cover for either

personal injury or damage to their vehicles. Why

do the Police and BAA turn a blind eye to the

insurance aspects of the marshalling operation?

There are other areas of concern where the

police and BAA are placing too much of a

burden on the unpaid marshals. The marshals’

special relationship with the Heathrow Police

tout squad means that sometimes marshals

have to attend court as witnesses when touts

are prosecuted. The marshals admit to feeling

apprehensive and vulnerable when they have to

rub shoulders with touts while waiting around at

court hearings. Looking after marshals when

they attend court as Police witnesses is the

responsibility of the Police and not taxi trade.

Given the admission from the marshals that

they don’t feel safe from the touts when in the

relative safety of a court, how do they feel when

they come across the same touts in the

terminals at Heathrow ? 

As already stated, the marshals have no

insurance cover for anything adverse that

happens to them or their cabs when they

confront Heathrow’s minicab touts. This is an

on-going but unresolved safety issue, that BAA

and the Police are sweeping under the carpet.

Quite probably BAA people who are directly

responsible for approving the taxi marshalling

operation are aware that personal insurance

cover would cost BAA an arm and a leg. It goes

without saying that Police tout-squad officers are

well covered, so why aren’t the Police doing the

honourable thing and pressing for BAA to insure

the marshals ? 

The marshals have been complaining in the

trade press that when the feeder Park is busy

the marshals are disadvantaged by their rule

that says they must do a minimum stint of two

hours marshalling. This particular complaint is

weak and unjustifiable. Every Heathrow regular

knows that having to do a dwell of three to four

hours in the feeder parks is the norm.

Occasions when the wait is under two hours are

very rare. This whingeing from the marshals’

serves as further proof that the taxi marshals

are out of touch with what working life is like for

the majority at Heathrow. 

The trade organisations have told the

marshals to be prepared to cover evenings and

week-ends as a condition of taking on the new

job of Taxi Information Person (TIP). Some of

the marshals are hooked on the lifestyles that

marshalling and parking on the fence has given

them and they aren’t too happy about having to

give up their time-keeping perks. At a recent

trade meeting a marshals’ spokesmen actually

thought he would be taken seriously when he

remarked that marshals are entitled to be at

home during evenings and week-ends. The

LCDC thanked him for bringing a Human Rights

element into the discussion, but he was totally

flummoxed when asked why the quality of a taxi

marshal’s private life was any more important

than the private lives of other Heathrow drivers.

The spokesman seemed to have forgotten that

the Heathrow taxi service has to be available

twenty-four seven. It’s foreseeable that the task

of rewriting a new Service Level Agreement with

the marshals (TIPs) is going to be a tough uphill

struggle. 

Many Heathrow drivers continue to ask why

taxi marshals have been allowed to park on the

fence for the past nine years. They have a good

point. The LCDC’s view is that just because

nobody has come up with a workable alternative

to rewarding the marshals for their services, it

shouldn’t mean that the taxi trade is incapable of

finding one .The practice of allowing marshals to

ignore Heathrow’s taxi byelaws is never going to

be a substitute for a legitimate means of

reimbursing marshals (TIPs) for the time they

spend on duty in the passenger terminals. 

On the subject of how the new TIPs’ scheme is

to reward drivers who take on the job in the

terminals, the trade organisations can go down

one of two routes. One is based on having

properly funded representation and the other

route is based on the retention of feeder park

by-passing in lieu of proper reimbursement.

Heathrow drivers who recognise the value of

upholding tried and tested London taxi laws

have no doubt in their minds which of the two

routes we should aim for. We can’t expect the

practice of feeder park by-passing for marshals

(TIPs) to be replaced overnight, but the trade

needs to come up with a financial reward

system that’s on a sound legal footing. At the

time of writing this article, BAA has declined to

answer the LCDC’s question as to whether or

not taxi marshals are deemed to be committing

a byelaw offence on all occasions when they fail

to take their cabs through the feeder parks. The

ball is now in BAA’s court. 

The Taxi System 
and Data Protection

The latest legal guidance provided by the

Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)

confirms that Heathrow’s Taxi System

computer holds and processes information

that’s defined under the Data Protection Act

as the personal data of individual London taxi

drivers. 

Despite a written request from the LCDC,

airport operator BAA (aka Heathrow Ltd). has

declined to provide the LCDC with a copy of

BAA ’s Data Protection Policy Statement

consisting of the rules under which data

processing is carried out in the feeder park

Cabin by NSL Ltd. 

Readers of The Badge already know that last

January a Heathrow driver was deliberately

detained and questioned at the feeder park by

NSL Cabin staff who were trying to trace a

passenger’s lost phone. NSL succumbed to an

unnamed party’s powers of persuasion and

information about the driver that should not have

been disclosed by NSL was in fact disclosed.

The LCDC has a file on the incident and we

have good reason to conclude that NSL cabin

staff are unfamiliar with the basics of

safeguarding the private information on

Heathrow taxi drivers. Without raking over all

the fine detail of last January’s lost phone

incident, it has to be said that although the

identity of the lost phone’s owner was kept

confidential, the personal details of the

Heathrow taxi driver weren’t given the same

kind of protection. 

The loss and recovery of mobile phones has

the potential to be much more than a sequence

of fairly mundane events. In June 2007 terrorists

planted two car bombs in London’s west-end. At

2:30 am one of the cars containing lethal

explosives was parked outside the Tiger Tiger

nightclub in the Haymarket. A second car,

containing a bomb was given a parking ticket in

Cockspur street, before being towed away to

the car pound in Park Lane. Both cars were

disarmed by bomb disposal experts who

ascertained that the bombs were probably

designed to have been detonated by a mobile

phone. It goes without saying that had these

terrorists left the scene of their horrific crime by

hailing a cab and then accidentally left their

phone behind, they would have stopped at

nothing to find the hapless driver. 

thelcdc@gmail.com

Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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HOLIDAY MEMORIES

As I drove around these empty August London
streets, realising that everybody except me
was on their holidays, it took me back to
previous holidays. I remembered my first
foreign holiday in 1969. We went to Calella de
Mar on the Costa Dorado, Spain.
With me were my girlfriend Alison (now my wife),

her sister and her fiancé. While foreign holidays
were not new, they weren’t common either. Spain
was still a third world country, the dictator Franco
was still in charge, policemen wore silly bullfighter-
type hats and the streets were paved with beggars.
Anyone younger than fifty would not recognise the

travel arrangements. We checked our luggage and
went through passport control in the air terminal at
Kings X. From there we were bussed to a field in

Surrey, called Gatwick Airport, where we boarded
an aeroplane that had four propellers on the wings.
We got the holiday on the cheap because Alison

was a travel agent and the trip was classed as
“educational”. It certainly was! For a 15 night, full
board holiday, we paid just £16 each.  Another
benefit of the educational trip was that Alison had
to complete a questionnaire on the trip, including
an assessment of the tour reps. Ergo, we received
more tickets for free entry and drinks for nightclubs
and discos than we knew what to do with.
Dave and I bunked together for the first night,

while we danced around what was then still a tricky
subject about sleeping arrangements. We arrived
late at night and went straight to bed. We were
thirsty and had been warned not to drink the water
so went down to a local bar for a drink and it took
until 3.30 in the morning to quench our thirst. Dave
had quite a stutter at that time but he’d make
conversation as though it wasn’t there.  Listening
to Dave chatting up a Spanish barmaid with a
stutter, while she responded in “Manuel” English
was priceless. After about three hours of this, Dave
told the barmaid that she spoke very good English,
whereupon she gave up the pretence and told us
she was from Southend. Today, her blond hair

would have been a dead give-away, but not then.
At the time, the Wilson government had placed a

limit on the amount of currency that could be taken
out of the country, at £50. This was not a problem
though as these were the days when a Bacardi
and Coke in Spain with equal measures of each
into a half pint glass, would cost 15 Ptas, around 9
pence. A beer was cheaper at 10 ptas, or 6 pence.
The hotels and clubs would charge a bit more. 
We lived like kings and queens for two weeks.

Not only were we rich in Spain, we were at an age
where you could eat and drink whatever we
wanted without fear of gaining weight or suffering
bad hangovers. We quickly slipped into a routine of
eating, drinking, sun-bathing and occasionally
sleeping.
We were, I can look back and see now, the

prototype for the British Costa Slob. Mind, we were
far too fashionable for Union Jack vests. Beer
monsters but we were just having a good time. On
the last day with just £1.50 between us, we
managed to buy and share drinks with all the staff
in three bars and get so legless by lunch that I
have no recollection of boarding the plane on the
way home. Happy days but not quite Judith
Chalmers!

thelcdc@gmail.com

Walker on the March....

LYCRA LOONIES

I can live with Boris Bike Wobblers and cycle
superhighways – just about. What I have
serious trouble with is the aggression that the
Lycra mob shows towards other road users. It
appears that any non-cyclist just being on the
road is cause to make them apoplectic with
rage.
Of course, I’m only talking about a minority of

cyclists but there are enough of them to make
life hell for the rest of us. I used to start my shift
a couple of days a week early enough to catch
the back end of the evening rush hour, but no
more. I’m afraid I have surrendered to the Lycra
Loonies as my nerves can’t take it any longer,
as these lunatics appear to be trying to beat
their personal best time home every night.
I have had my cab damaged more than once

by a cyclist scraping it and seen it happen to
many other vehicles, without ever once seeing
a cyclist stop to sort it out. Just recently, I was
waiting at a red light quite late at night when a

Lycra Looney came along in the opposite
direction. Obviously, he had no intention of
stopping for the red light and I didn’t expect him
to do so. What came next was a surprise
though. He began cycling across the lane,
directly in front of my stationary cab and then
raised a large water bottle behind his head as if
to throw it at my windscreen. I’d like to relate
that I took my foot off the brake as a reflex but
unfortunately just did the wimpish thing and
ducked as he rode off chuckling to himself.
Pedestrians get the same sort of treatment

from Lycra Loonies. How many times have you
seen pedestrians crossing on a green light
scrambling to get out of the way of cyclist/s.
Often, the same happens on paved areas.
Less dangerous but equally irritating are the

cyclists that like to ride side by side so they can
have a chat on the journey. No matter that the
road is so narrow that traffic cannot pass them
as that isn’t their problem.

Looking through the app

store, I came across an

App produced by the

British Council. It

seemed like really good

value at £1.49 for a

twenty-lesson language

course. The course is

for learning English and

has been especially

tailored to the needs of

taxi drivers.

Call me old-fashioned

but shouldn’t a taxi

driver in Britain be able

to speak English before

becoming a taxi driver?

IS THIS 
A JOKE?
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Alan’s Angle
A kebab and a
cab to go please!

A new taxi rank has been
appointed in Camden Town,
near The Stables Market. The
rank is on the western side of
Chalk Farm Road, just before
the entrance/exit to the market.
Between Monday and Friday the

rank operates from 18:00 until
04:00, on Saturday and Sunday
the rank operates from 09:30 in
the morning until 04:00 the
following morning.  

New taxi rank:
The Stables 
Market,
Camden

After reports from members who

had spotted DATA Car minicabs

driving around with illegal

advertising on their vehicles the

LCDC contacted TPH and voiced

our concerns and demanded

action over DATA Cars breaking

LTPH guidelines on PH

advertising.
We received this reply from TPH: 

" Alan, thank you for this information

and photograph and for your

information we have now undertaken

action to ensure this advertising meets

our guidelines"

LCDC report 
Data Cars to LTPH

Driving around London it never

ceases to amaze me what

LT&PH will consider as a

legimate venue to operate as a

private hire company. As you

can see from the picture we now

have a private hire office

incorporated as a takeaway

kebab shop. 

You might well ask how this has

all come about?

Back in 2009/2010 the Met Police

in Wandsworth commissioned a

survey into late night activities in

and around the Wandsworth area.

One of their major concerns was

that unlicensed minicabs who tout

for business are linked to

numerous sexual assaults on lone

vulnerable females. 

They seemed to think that by

licensing local takeaway shops for

Private Hire operations would be a

solution to this serious problem.

However, we at the LCDC do not

believe that somebody running a

small kebab joint has the time or

the resources to run a full time

private hire operation as set out by

TFL. In fact we think that will

exacerbate the problem by giving

it a legitimacy that it does not

warrant. Too often in the past TFL

policy regarding Private Hire has

created more problems than it

solves - many of the innovations

they have introduced to our

industry have been a disaster!

What is to stop Starbucks and

McDonald’s and co offering a

minicab service to go with your

order, because I can’t see anyone

trying to stop them if they wanted

to. 
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Greetings to all cabbies, green

and yellow badge, and to all

Knowledge boys and girls. I am

encouraged by the number of

Knowledge students I am seeing

out on their mopeds.

It’s fine at the moment in this

warm weather, but the real test for

many of you is to come. Autumn is

on its way, the clocks will be put

back, it gets dark earlier, and the

winter months certainly have an

effect on all those who can keep

going.

It’s been quite a hectic summer for

me. A not-so-smooth house move

and my wife taking early retirement

has certainly meant a few changes.

I have now purchased my own cab,

the first that I have owned, as

opposed to renting, and now living

ten miles closer to London has

meant that life has become a bit

easier. As a nation we should feel

pleased that England has won the

ashes, and Andy Murray has won

Wimbledon. A tell-tale sign that

autumn is nearly with us is that the

football season has started, in fact

it only just feels like that the last

one has just finished. Time flies!

In fact time does fly. But it feels

like only yesterday that I was

reading in the Christmas edition of

The Badge that Boris Johnson had

promised us a present by banning

these wretched rickshaws. In fact

they seem to multiply. Is it because

we have more tourists over at the

moment, or what? They constantly

tout for business by hassling

members of the public, they stop on

certain taxi ranks, and prevent taxis

and buses progressing along

Oxford Street. Some play blaringly

loud “music”, the sort that you have

to endure in some foreign

restaurants. Sometimes I wonder

which country we’re in. For crying

out loud, Boris, keep your promise

and banish these death traps

before someone is killed! They are

unregulated and uninsured, and I

am sure that the general public are

unaware of this.

As a follower and user of Twitter, I

am becoming infuriated by the

tweets composed by Transport for

London. “Any private hire operator

or driver found guilty of touting will

have their licence revoked and be

reported to the police”, yet every

time I drive past Swallow Street in

the late evening and in fact

Shaftesbury Avenue (Trocadero),

Parker Street (Red Rooms),

Charterhouse Street (Fabric Club),

Battersea Bridge Road (Bunga

Bunga Club), Cornhill (Abacus), I’m

now getting bored listing all these

clubs, and very angry that this

minicab touting problem continues.

Whilst TfL boast that they are doing

something, it is evident that they

are not.

Let me remind you, TfL, these

rickshaws and the touting of

minicabs is blatant theft from the

cab trade! The Knowledge is hard.

Very hard. You are charging us

£299 every three years for the

renewal of our cabby’s licence. You

insist upon regular CRB checks.

Does this apply to rickshaw drivers

as well?  I would like to know what I

am getting for my money. 

On a positive note, I would

personally like to thank Grant Davis

and his team for their continued

hard work in defending and fighting

for the cab trade. I am proud to be

a London cabbie and an active

member of the London Cab Drivers’

Club. The trade needs a few more

active people to start forcing some

of these issues.

Views of Butterboy Graham

Opp Millwall Football Ground
Unit 17 Enterprise Ind. Est. Bolina Road, Rotherhithe London SE16 3LF

We are a family run business, with five fully qualified testers on site, established as an MOT Testing Centre since 1994
Testing Class IV (Cars & Small Vans) Class V ( Mini Buses) and Class VII (Large Vans)

We welcome all London Taxi Cabs to the MOT Testing Scheme

To help ease the pain during the first year of the scheme we have introduced 
a special offer for all London taxi cabs

1st MOT £40.00   2nd Test 6 months later for £35.00

Our dedicated website is now up and running for bookings: 

www.gps-testing.co.uk 
or e-mail: stephen.taylor@gps-testing.co.uk 

Mot Testing
GPS



A drunk stockbroker said
to be as wild as Tarzan
headbutted a taxi driver and
slammed his head in his cab
door after dodging a fare.
James Browning, 26, bragged

he had been ‘on charlie’ – a
slang word for cocaine – shortly
before attacking Dean
Wendleken.
But when he appeared in court

the associate at the London
Metal Exchange denied being
high on the Class A drug. 
Instead he claimed he was

simply drunk after downing five
pints and two vodka cocktails
during an afternoon drinking
session. 
Mr Wendleken, 49, needed 16

stitches for cuts to his face
following the attack in London in
April.
Browning had hailed his taxi at

3am in Stratford and had asked
to be taken to an address behind
the Tate Modern.
Christian Wheeliker,

prosecuting, said Mr Wendleken
asked Browning if he had ‘had a

good night’ and the defendant
replied: ‘No. I’ve had a c*** night.
I always do when my friends get
me on charlie.’
Camberwell Green magistrates

heard that Browning went to an
ATM to get cash for the £24.80
fare but returned empty handed
saying he had lost his wallet. He
then ran away.
Mr Wendleken caught up with

him, asked for his details and
told Browning he could pay him
the next day. The stockbroker,
the court heard, then told him ‘I
ain’t giving you f*** all’, before
headbutting him.
Mr Wheeliker said Browning

followed Mr Wendleken back to
his cab, where he slammed the
cabbie’s head in his door.
Mr Wheeliker said: ‘In the words

of the driver Browning was
jumping up and down like Tarzan,
ripping his shirt off and spoiling
for a fight.’
In a victim impact statement, Mr

Wendleken said he was
‘apprehensive’ about returning to
work, but had ‘learned to cope’

with what had happened.
John Verdon, chairman of the

bench, said Browning was lucky
not to be jailed for the ‘nasty
offence’. 
Browning, who admitted one

count of assault, was sentenced
to 240 hours of community
service and ordered to pay £725
compensation.

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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City worker attacks taxi driver

James Browning

ASSAULT: The young City
broker headbutted a taxi driver
before slamming his head in the
cab's door - inflicting wounds
that needed a total of sixteen
stitches 

AGGRESSIVE: James
Browning 'was jumping up and
down like Tarzan, ripping his
shirt off and spoiling for a fight,'
a court heard

IN TROUBLE: Browning had
been drinking and had allegedly
bragged about taking cocaine
before he ran off without paying
his cab fare.
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 

100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that

I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Peace of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors 

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 

REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport 

working hard on the 

trade’s behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint 

Ranks committee, working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “Cab 

Trade’s “ reaction. 

The Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with the Mayor’s 

Office, TFL, LTPH, 

Corporation Of London, 

BAA, and all Local 

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH 
CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? 

As a member of the Club, 

we can alleviate the stress 

by dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.

LCDC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................
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Maximum age which members can join Up to 60 years

Death by accident £60,000
Death of Spouse by accident £50,000
Permanent Total Disablement by accident £50,000
Temporary Total Disablement, £300 per week
(for Accident and/or Illness other than for 
stress/mental illness and/or back related 
injury up to 50 weeks after an elimination 
period of 2 weeks)
Temporary Total Disablement, £90 per week
for Accident and/or Illness for stress/mental 
illness and/or back related injury after an 
elimination period of 2 weeks

Hospitalisation, per week for up to 2 weeks £400 per week

Hospitalisation, per  week for weeks 3 and 4 £200 per week

BENEFIT

HOW DO I JOIN?  Simply email Susan at the LCDC on thelcdc@gmail.com or call 0207 394 5553

LCDC launch accident and 
sickness scheme for members

As Chairman of the

LCDC, after many

conversations with our

membership I am proud

to finally announce the

introduction of the first

ever LCDC Accident &

Sickness Scheme.
This has not happened over

night and has taken many

months of negotiations to

provide what we feel is an

excellent scheme for all our

members. 

The deal we have negotiated

is placed with certain

underwriters at Lloyd’s, giving

you the member access to the

excellent security and stability

of the world’s leading

insurance market. We believe

that the new scheme on offer

is more than competitive with

anything currently on the

market and will be available

to all drivers aged up to 60.

- Grant Davis Chairman

TAXI DRIVERS SCHEME £35.50 /month

Age which members can join 18 to 60 years

Death by accident £30,000

Permanent Total Disablement by accident £25,000

Temporary Total Disablement, £150 per week
(for Accident up to 50 weeks after an elimination 
period of 2 weeks)

Hospitalisation, per week for up to 2 weeks £200 per week

Hospitalisation, per  week for weeks 3 and 4 £100 per week

BENEFIT

KNOWLEDGE STUDENTSCHEME £9.81 /month

Introducing LCDC’s

CLUBPROTECTA

LCDC Member Emrah Zeki - “I signed on to the scheme to
get peace of mind at a very affordable price.”
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Southwark Bridge Testing Station

164 Southwark Bridge Road,

Southwark, SE1 0DG

tel: 0207 620 0201
e-mail: sbmots@talktalk.net

web: www.sbmots.co.uk

Southwark Bridge 
Testing Station

� M.O.T

� BRAKES

� SUSPENSIONS

� DIAGNOSTICS

� WATER/OIL

� SERVICE

� EXHAUSTS

� AIR-CON

� ELECTRICAL

� ALL REPAIRS

Tony Forsythe: 
Long Lane now open for six monthly test

With the new testing regime of two
M.O.Ts coming into force on 1st
March, I visited Long lane Taxi
Centre in Southwark Bridge Road
to see how they were gearing up
for the change.

Tony Forsythe, who runs Long Lane Taxi

Centre along with his brother Simon, says

that Long Lane are now ready and able to

undertake the new 6 monthly tests for

drivers.

“For the last few months we have been

working alongside Southwark Bridge

Testing Centre, which is situated within our

garage complex, to deliver a stress free

service to all our existing customers, as

well as welcoming new drivers who just

require a one stop shop with no hassle.”

Tony, who runs one of the biggest TX4

fleets in the capital, was keen to point out

the advantages of using Long Lane for

your new testing requirements.

“Drivers can come into us and relax in

the waiting room, have a cup of tea, and

watch the news whilst we put their taxi up

on the ramp and see what they need. We

offer an M.O.T test with a no failure fee

and if the test flags up a faulty item then

we can repair it straightaway and put it

back on the ramp and get a pass. We are

also offering drivers a fixed top end check

for just £100, which checks things such as

lights, belts, etc, as well as a full valet.”

Being situated just 2 minutes away from

Waterloo Stn, Long Land garage is fast

becoming the Cabbies favourite garage

south of the water.

Tony Forsythe of Long Lane Long Lane’s new fleet of Union Jack taxis hit the streets Long Lane taxi centre offers full body shop repairs

Southwark Bridge Testing Station is a family run business and is located

in Southwark SE1. It offers a full range of garage services for all makes

and models of cars and light vans, including MOTs, brakes,

suspensions, exhausts, air-conditioning, electrical and diagnostics, as

well as a wide range of servicing.

So if your vehicle needs an MOT, servicing or repairs, please contact us

or just call in to make an appointment. Also, while you wait for your

MOT, you can take advantage and use our free wifi, so you can carry on

working and not miss those important emails or deadlines.

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Hi there campers. Hopefully you
have all had a fantastic break and
are now good to go.
I have taken on a few missions in

my unofficial capacity as a cabby
correspondent and hope you show
appreciation by stopping for me
when I hail you.
First it was off to a special briefing

of police at a secret location in North
London. 

I have, over the years, received
literally dozens of calls from irate
black cab drivers about the number
of illegal mini cabs plying their trade
on the streets of London without
anything being done. It is not the
first time I have challenged the
transport commissioner Sir Peter
Hendy about this and not the first
time I have been out and seen what
officers were doing.
I have to say this was very

impressive and not at all like last
time. For a start I couldn't believe
that some of the people in that room
were coppers. I, like you, pride
myself on being able to pick them
out but I was lost with this one. I
could tell Sir Peter was impressed
too.
My only regret was that Grant

wasn't there to see it because
maybe you would believe it from
him. 
The reason he wasn't there was

because he has a big mouth. I had
planned to convince the
commissioner to allow him to come
on this late night jaunt. My mistake
was telling Grant. He of course
blabbed about it in another cabbie

publication and my producer
received an irate message from the
TFL Press Office. " We have been
reading this and how could you say
that?" Sadly that was it and poor
Grant was sent to Guantanamo for
jeopardising the mission.
Anyways there ARE coppers on the

streets and they don't look like
coppers you and I have ever seen
before believe me.
Talking about mini cabs we did a

roaring trade on the phones a month
or so ago. So this Addison Lee cab
has picked up a couple of guys who
had been at G A Y. He kicked them
out of his car for what he described
as disgusting behaviour. They
promptly put it on twitter and said
the mini cab driver was suspended.
The bit of the story, which was not
widely publicised, was that the
gentlemen had what they described
as an exquisite journey home in a
black cab. Great publicity.
The Mayor’s advisor on cycling has

been in a couple of times too. The
great thing about interviewing
unelected officials is they don’t have
to be politically correct. They don’t
necessarily set out to upset anyone

but Andrew Gilligan [like Sir Peter]
speaks his mind.
“Cycling is here to stay, it is the

future and he hopes that the
numbers of cyclists double over the
next 10 years’. [Great stuff for me
and extremely annoying for the
callers].
Whatever you think of cyclists, I

urge you to avoid entering those
advance cycling boxes nearest to
traffic lights. They are about to start
ticketing and I imagine that very
soon every single one will have a
camera. Alas they have found
another way to squeeze money out
of the cash cow that is the London
motorist.

Funny old world London

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

Call: 0207 224 2000

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast

Mo and Eddie or is it Eddie and Mo?
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We at the LCDC don’t often bang our own drum when it
comes to helping our members with their legal troubles. A
lot of the cases which come our way with members are quite
sensitive and we respect their wishes to keep things in house
and out of the paper which I can fully appreciate.

However, not only do Payton’s Solicitors offer our members
a 24 Hour Duty Solicitor 365 days a year, but since getting
involved with the Club, our solicitor Keima Payton has the
distinction of having a 100% success rate in all her cases which
she has handled on behalf of the Club’s members.

Keima Payton has a fearsome reputation in court and should
ever the need arise you will find no one better able to fight
your corner and save your Badge than Keima.

- Grant Davis, LCDC Chairman

Tel: 0207 405 1999
FAX: 0207 405 1991

PAYTON’S SOLICITORS
9 – 13 CURSITOR STREET

LONDON, EC4A 1LL
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Why The Knowledge of London
is the envy of the world

thelcdc@gmail.com

NOW THAT most taxi drivers

use satnavs, should ‘the

Knowledge’ be abolished?

Shouldn’t we ditch the

requirement that all London

black cab drivers spend

several years acquiring an

insanely detailed knowledge

of London before obtaining a

badge?

In cabbie folklore, the model for

the Knowledge was first suggested

by Prince Albert. True or not, there

is something German about the

notion that every tradesman should

have a qualification. And the test is

teutonically stringent: more than 70

per cent of applicants fail or drop

out. It demands that the

prospective driver memorise

25,000 streets and 20,000

landmarks within six miles of -

Charing Cross.

Now, useful as it once was, many

people feel the Knowledge has

been made superfluous by the

arrival of cheap satellite navigation

devices. I thought this.

Conventional economic thinking,

obsessed with ‘market efficiency’,

would argue that the Knowledge is

a ‘barrier to entry’ erected to

maintain the scarcity of cab drivers,

rather like a medieval guild. But as

some people have begun to

realise, markets need trust before

they can be efficient. Medieval

guilds existed for this reason. Trust

is always more difficult in cities

because of the anonymity they

afford. Guilds offset this problem. If

it is costly and time–consuming to

join a guild, the only people who

enter a trade are those with a

serious commitment to a craft. And

guilds are self-policing; the up-front

cost of being admitted adds to the

fear of being ejected. Could you

really trust cabbies as you do now

if they had gained their licences

through attending three or four

evening classes and shelling out

for a second-hand TomTom?

Reciprocation, reputation and pre-

commitment are the three big

mechanisms which add to trust.

You can use a small local firm

which needs your loyalty. You can

use someone larger with a brand

reputation. Or you can trust

someone who has made a big

investment in getting a badge, and

stands to lose everything if caught -

cheating.

If you don’t believe this, go to

Athens. Foreign passengers are on

average taken on a route 10 per

cent longer than Athenian

passengers. Try Seville, where I

was menaced to pay an imaginary

€20 ‘suplemento aeropuerto’. Or

Rome, where a colleague of mine

was mugged by his taxi driver (he

had admittedly made the mistake

of being German, a nationality

widely known for carrying

egregiously large amounts of cash;

one reason I suspect Germans are

averse to bailing out southern

Europe is that most of them have

already been robbed there).

The Knowledge may have a value

which outweighs its ‘inefficiencies’.

One of the mistakes made by

conservatism over the past 30

years is that it has become too

much in thrall to rabid free-market

economists, with their naive model

of ‘an efficient market in

equilibrium’. A proper conservative

should ask, before excising some

supposed inefficiency (the

Knowledge, the monarchy or the

human appendix) whether its

removal may damage some

valuable mechanism not easily

understood by first-order thinking.

Asking an economist to explain the

workings of human society is like

trying to understand human

sexuality by consulting an expert

on hydraulics.

A new and interesting breed of

economics has arisen which draws

inspiration from evolutionary

thinking rather than from simple

maths. Two good places to start in

understanding this field would be

Matt Ridley (The Origins of Virtue)

or Paul Seabright (The Company

of Strangers).

A fairly simple definition of

conservatism would be as follows.

If it comes to a showdown between

reason and instinct, you bet on

instinct. And if it comes to a

showdown between maths and

biology, you bet on biology.

Rory Sutherland is vice-chairman
of Ogilvy Group UK.
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As we head into September we
approach the final classic of the
season The St Leger.
The St Leger is a group one race open

to three year old colts and fillies.  It is
run at Doncaster over a distance of 1
mile 6 furlongs and 132 yard (2,937
metres).  Established in 1776 The St
Leger is the oldest of the five British
classics and its distance is longer than
the other four classics.  The St Leger is
the final leg of The Triple Crown, 2000
Guineas and Derby or 1000 Guineas
and Oaks.
St Leger 14th September
Over the years I’ve always followed

the old adage, the best form is Classic
form, and those horses who have
finished close up in The Derby have
always gone to the top of the list for this
race.  This year two horses fall into this
category.

1.  LIBERTARIAN (3 year old colt)
trained by Charlie Appleby (for
Godolphin).  This horse came from a
long way back to finish second beaten
one and a half lengths in The Derby
behind Ruler Of The World but blotted
his copy book when trailing in 8th of the
9 beaten seventeen lengths by Trading
Leather in The Irish Derby.  Has been
given a nice break since and will be one
of the freshest horses in the field (odds
10/1)

2. GALILEO ROCK (3 year old colt)
trained in Ireland by David Watchman.
This horse finished 3rd in The Derby
beaten one and a half lengths by Ruler
Of The World and only a short head
behind Libertarian in 2nd.  Run a
smashing race in The Irish Derby when
2nd beaten one and three quarter
lengths by Trading Leather by finishing
some fifteen lengths in front of Libertian.
Will only run if it is firm ground, states
the trainer (Odds 6/1)

3. LEADING LIGHT (3 year old
colt) trained by Aidan O’Brien, winner of

his last four races. This smart colt was
last seen out at Royal Ascot where he
won The Queens Vase (run over 2
miles) beating Feel Like Dancing by
one and a half lengths.  He stayed on
well so the drop back to 1m 6f should
be no problem (odds 6/1)

4. FOUNDRY (3 year old colt) also
trained by Aidan O’Brien has only had
two races.  He won his race as a two
year old, winning a 7f race at
Leopardstown on soft ground beating
Tonabrocky by five and a half lengths.
First run as a 3 year old and was in The
Great Voltigeur Stakes over 1 mile 4
furlongs at York on good to firm ground.
Was beaten one and a quarter lengths
by Telescope on this occasion but
appeared to me to be staying on really
well.  Not certain to stay on pedigree but
on what I saw I think he has every
chance.  Sure to improve having had
two runs in his life and he has shown
acts on any ground (odds 8/1)

5. EXCESS KNOWLEDGE
(3 year old colt) trained by John
Gosden. Did not enjoy the clearest of
runs in The Gordon Stakes at
Goodwood, 1m 4f, good to soft, but
stayed on very strongly at the finish and
was only beaten a head by Cap
O’Rushes.  I believe he would have
won with a clear run and was putting in
all his best work at the finish.  Cap
O’Rushes did not do the form a lot of
good when he could only finish 6th,
beaten nine and a quarter lengths
behind Telescope in The Great
Voltigeur. (odds 6/1)

Summary
Three year old middle distance fillies
are very poor this year so I have not
mentioned Talent.  The Derby second
and third Libertian and Galileos Rock
come out of a Derby where no horses
have come out of the race and won.
Horses who have won over 2 miles

have a terrible record in The Leger , for
example Leading Light, while The
Gordon Stakes winner Cap O’Rushes
has hardly advertised the form of
Excess Knowledge.  Foundry is the
least experienced but seems to be on
an upward curve.  My selection is a 1pt
win bet Galileos Rock (but he will only
run if it is good to firm)  In his absence I
would have 1pt win Foundry.
The Bet Fred Sprint Cup 7th

September, run over 6 furlongs at
Haydock Park.  My two against the field
are:

1. LETHAL FORCE (4 year old
colt) trained by Clive Cox.  He won The
Golden Jubilee at Royal Ascot , 6
furlongs (good to firm) and The July
Cup at Newmarket, 6 furlongs (good to
firm), both Group Ones.  Ran 2nd over
7f on good to soft, beaten one and
three quarter lengths by 
Moonlight Cloud.  Has a big chance on
good to firm (odds 3/1)

2. HEERAAT (4 year old colt) trained
by Willie Haggas, has won over 5 and 6
furlongs on good to firm too good to
soft. Was beaten a quarter length two
starts by Jwala (5 furlongs at York on
good to firm), who won next time

winning the Group 1 Nunthorpe Stakes.
He followed that narrow defeat by
winning over 6f at Newbury, good to
firm.  One for those who like outsiders
(odds 33/1)

The Cambridgeshire 28th September at
Newmarket 1m 1f
One of the biggest and most

competitive handicaps of the year.
Without knowing the weights yet one
who has caught my eye is the Willie
Haggas trained Queensberry Rules.
Was favourite when appearing at Royal
Ascot in The Britannia Handicap
finishing 22nd of 29 over 7f.  Also hit
trouble in a mile handicap at York when
again being backed into favourite was
6th of 16.  Will be better suited to 1m 1f
and at odds of 25/1 a 1pt each way bet
is advised.
In next month’s issue we hope to bring

you some stable news from the training
stables of top jumps trainer David Pipe
as I will be visiting his yard to conduct
an interview with him and hope to pass
on some decent information about his
string for the forthcoming jumps
season.

Until then Be Lucky and don’t give too
much to those awful bookie chappies!

The Marksman
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Making millions and winning world
titles in the boxing ring is often not
enough to change a man. 
There are fighters that simply will

never change, never fully slip the chains
from a childhood without hope. There
are men that fight demons on the safe
side of the ropes in a seemingly
endless stream of rematches. 
Mike Tyson continues to battle those

demons today, at the age of 47 and
almost eight years since his last
professional fight. His press conference
at the Turning Stone Casino in New
York, where he staged his first boxing
card as a promoter, ended with Tyson
fighting back the tears, admitting to lying
about his drink and drug use and
declaring himself "on the verge of
dying". 

"I'm a bad guy sometimes," said
Tyson, who revealed that he had
apologised to former trainer Teddy
Atlas, who 30 years ago was forced to
pull a gun on Tyson to protect his family.
"I did a lot of bad things and I wanted to
be forgiven. In order for me to be
forgiven, and I hope they forgive me, I
had to change my life. I want to live a
different life now. I want to live my sober
life. I don't want to die.
When you get Mike in a talking mood,

there's no other fighter like him - past or
present. I wasn't in Ali's changing rooms
before and after fights, but I know what
he did and how long he did it for. 

Trust me: Mike Tyson does far more
soul-searching with the press around
than Ali ever did. Nobody takes you into
those darkest of places like Tyson -
maybe Sugar Ray Leonard in his
autobiography. But face to face?
Nobody. 
In some ways, if Mike Tyson was now

a mumbling, stumbling wreck, at least
we would know where we stood with
him. But it's because he can be so
erudite, so clear-minded, so determined
to embrace change, that you can't help
but hope he learns to beat his demons
once and for all. Nobody is as honest
as Mike Tyson, nobody.

Whilst the regular
boxing season has
come to an end, with
many amateur
boxing clubs
remaining closed
until September,
international
amateur boxing
carries on, but not if
you are registered
under the Amateur
Boxing Association
of England Ltd., as
England are
currently banned
by AIBA, the governing body of
international amateur boxing, 
Yes, the oldest boxing association in

the world, founded in 1880, the
founders of the sport of amateur boxing
have been banned from taking part in
international competition, causing
England’s junior squad for the
European championships, in Dublin, to
miss out. Parents had purchased
tickets and booked hotel rooms, boxers
had trained for months but AIBA
banned England within days of the
event, too late for refunds. It gets worse,
the dispute is petty and AIBA had the
possibility of allowing the English lads to
box under AIBA’s flag instead of
England’s, they didn’t instigate this
solution. So much for an organisation
who’s President, Dr Wu, a Chinaman, is
running, in September, to be head of
the International Olympics Committee
on a ticket of getting more people and
countries playing sport. 
For some time, over two years, off

canvas ills have been festering in the
administration of both Great Britain and

international, amateur boxing. It has
become time to shine a light on and
hopefully to resolve these problems,
problems we have mentioned in past
articles, but limited space only allows
me to touch on the problems.
Disputes, disagreements, egos and

what and where amateur boxing is both
nationally and internationally and how
the sport should move forward, in terms
of international competition, inclusive of
the Olympics and Commonwealth
Games and where and how GB
recruits, selects and trains its elite
boxers have all been matters that have
been glossed over in the shadow
created by the build up to the 2012
Olympics. Now the gloves are coming
off, but is there time for peace to break
out before the new season?

Incidentally what is happening in
amateur boxing is symptomatic of the
problems all sport faces from time to
time. Amateur boxing has an advantage
over other sports in that the general
public is prepared to pay to watch
amateur boxing, this modest revenue
stream, along with local sponsorship,
allows the legion of dedicated, volunteer
coaches to just about finance the
running of their boxing clubs and thus
the sport.
Disputes on the home front are, who

runs amateur boxing at elite level in GB
and how should the domestic governing
bodies be constituted? On the world
stage should international amateur
boxing include professionals and
should our elite amateur boxers
become professional boxers whilst still
being permitted to box in the Olympics
and should our elite international boxers
only be available for international

amateur boxing when AIBA says so? In
other words, should home governing
bodies be usurped by AIBA whenever it
suits AIBA? 
England, Scotland and Wales have

their own governing bodies and box
internationally as separate countries,
except at the Olympics, where they box
as Great Britain, under BABA, the
British Amateur Boxing Association.
Northern Ireland boxes as part of
Ireland, boxing, cricket, rugby and
hockey have, in the main, ignored
politics and competed as part of Ireland.
Funding, for elite, international boxers,
those boxers expected to qualify for the
Olympics, is supplied by Sport
England/Sport UK lottery funding, this
allows our elite boxers to train full time.
Everything else is financed by the
boxing associations and the boxing
clubs themselves. Administrative
money is often paid by Sport
England/UK but the administrators paid
for are mainly involved with the elite
boxing programme.
Domestically the constitution of ABA

England Ltd must fit in with the
constitutions of other sports that Sport
England provides finance for. Not too
much of a problem there, merely a
matter of adjustment, however, non
boxing people brought onto ABAE’s
board, have attempted to use this
readjustment to have amateur boxing
coming under one body, a non elected,
GB boxing association, BABA, taking
the sport away from the people elected
by the boxing clubs, the boxing clubs
who provide all the boxers and who
have run the sport since 1880. BABA’s
coup was unanimously scuppered by
ABA Scotland and ABA England. ABA
England now has both its Chief
Executive Officer and Chairman, both
non boxing people, both involved with
the attempted BABA coup trying a
similar move with ABAE involving Sport
England being in control of amateur
boxing in England. That will also be
blown out of the water and before the
end of September, but at what cost? 
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